jasmin.com old camsite
Even if it sounds like an individual name livejasmin.com is more like a site full with hot girls ready to start a live show
for you. The site has a smooth design that is preferred by many. You can get a webcam preview by scrolling over the
thumbnail with the mouse without entering into a chat room.
Shouldn't be hard to find the perfect model for fulfilling your deep fantasies since they have over 1000 performers
online, it's easy to start a conversation most of them seemed very comfortable in English. Apparently are working only
with studios which pledge in giving you amazing streaming quality, nice setup and attractive performers, so their
approach is for those who want something between an amateur and a porn star. Look over the model info page might
have some free pics and also, chat with performers to find out what are doing in private shows.
Before joining an exclusive show use chat room to see the quality of the webcam, some are better than others, but
overall most of them are HD, are working easy and provide a clear image of the performer. One thing you can do to
figure out which cam is HD is by using the filter option.
The search engine offers the possibility to apply many filters helping you find models to your taste, choosing from age,
body type, willingness, language and even region. It's also valuable to mentioning the mobile interface, either Android
or IOS, works and looks great
However, fees charged by the models are between 1,99 credits/minute, which is quite reasonable, up to 4,99 credits, that
is not the best price taking into considerations that one credit is around $2.The price is shown before starting the private
session and also you have a filter option "on sale".
Once you start the exclusive session the model should do anything you asked bearing this in mind what you talked in the
chat room. If you have the opportunity you need to try a cam2cam show would be excellent. If you choose to support
your favourite model by vote will help her to earn some cash which is quite nice.
Enjoy the member benefits and spend 10 minutes Free with your favourite girl. It's worth to try Jasmin if you want highquality cams, very nice models and sexy shows that take place in fancy studios.
Site Membership $3.50/1 minute
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